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NEWS | By Douglas Greenwood | Dec 16 2020, 10:56am

Could Gen Z’s future home be
Antarctica?
Regenerative Futures asked a group of young creatives what the world needs to look like in

order for us to save it from climate disaster.
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ART | By Mahoro Seward | Dec 11 2020, 8:11am

The exhibition platforming Brazil's queer Gen Z
performance artists

Ventura Profana, Slim Soledad and Hanna for Estileras. Photography Pedro Ferreira

Supported by São Paulo-based HOA Gallery, CURAÇÃO is giving space to LGBTQ+

artists of colour to pave the way for a decolonised Brazilian art world.
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Early on in lockdown 1.0, when we quickly had to adjust to a life lived between four walls,

some of our greatest saving graces were the cultural institutions who opened their doors to the

world wide web. Stuck in New York but fancied a trip to the Tate? It was only a couple clicks

away! But beyond the landmark museums you were already familiar with, this new turn towards

online exhibitions gave us access to worlds of creativity that lay beyond our typical horizons —

either due to geographical distance, or, to put it more bluntly, to a myopic focus on art

produced in the Global North in English-language media. Yet to make use of this opportunity?

Well, why not start today!

A good place to begin would be CURAÇÃO, a

3-day, online performance exhibition which

kicked off yesterday. Streamed live from the São

Paulo Cultural Centre, it hosts the works of 11 of

Brazil’s most dynamic queer Gen Z performance

artists and collectives: Alice Yura, Emocorebaby,

Enco, Sabine Passarelli, Caroline Ricca Lee, Aun

Helden, Estileras, Inserto, Kelton Campos, Brasilandia.co, Ariel Nobre. Though distinct in their

practices and approaches, common ground between them can be found in their “mixing of

different languages including fashion, music, performance, video, sculpture and printing,” say

the exhibition’s curators, Paula Garcia, Caroline Ricca Lee and Monique Lemos.

BRASILANDIA.CO. PHOTOGRAPHY KELTON CAMPOS FAUSTO

Core pillars of the exhibition are themes of healing and resistance — especially pertinent topics

in a nation that still lives in the shadow of Jair Bolsonaro’s systemically racist, neocolonial

presidency, and which has been especially hard hit by the ongoing pandemic. The exhibition’s

title — a portmanteau of the Portuguese words for healing (‘cura’) and action (‘açao’) — serves

as a call to action, a reminder of the proactivity required to bring about meaningful a change,

a task to which each of the contributing artists are stoically committed.

“Most of the members of CURAÇÃO are transgender, Black and Asian artists,” explain the

exhibition’s three curators, stressing the structural inequities that they have had to overcome for

their practices to be legitimised by mainstream art audiences. “The Brazilian art scene is

predominantly white and is the result of a system of colonial practices and ‘values’ embedded

in the fabric of Brazilian society.

In the conversations that culminated in this project, the themes and issues raised by the artists

were related to the challenges they face in their everyday lives. Within these difficulties, though,

the most powerful poetic narratives emerged, narratives that propose and create different

places, dimensions and languages.” Over the exhibition’s three-day run, each artist will be

working with punk fashion collective Estileras, mainstays of São Paulo’s fashion underground

who have built a cultish reputation over the past three years for a practice that hybridises

upcycling, anarchic beauty, livestreaming and performance art.

MM. PHOTOGRAPHY KELTON CAMPOS FAUSTO

Rather than propose any single or particular ‘answer’, CURAÇÃO’s end goal is to encourage

the development of plural, personal creative strategies to dismantle the systems of oppression

that a new generation of queer Brazilian artists of colour currently face. “The poetic narratives

that come out of CURAÇÃO are ephemeral, visceral, like fire, vomit, passion, love and anger,”

the curators say. “Each artist is completely involved with their own internal process and how

they materialise it. Their work is born of and returns to their bodies.”

Where the exhibition’s true radical potential lies, however, is in the productive forms of kinship it

proposes — ones that don’t rely on drawing power from those that already hold it. “This show is

about alliance, but it’s also about fighting for access, and creating a different system to those

that already exist. One where the issues that these artists discuss in their lives and art are heard

and understood,” say the curators. They go on to underscore the crucial role that new São

Paulo based galleries like HOA — the first Black-owned gallery in Brazilian art history founded

by i-D contributor Igi Ayedun — are playing in paving the way towards a decolonised Brazilian,

and wider Latin American, contemporary art space.

“HOA represents structural changes regarding how art in Brazil is created and perceived,” say

Paula, Caroline and Monique. “It’s founder, as well as its curator and collaborators, are also

practising artists, and they represent a good part of the artists participating in this show. It

demonstrates how necessary it is for artists to be part of this fight, and for us to be leading it.”

AUNHELDEN FOR ESTILERAS. PHOTOGRAPHY PEDRO FERREIRA

Tune into CURAÇÃO here between 10-13 December.
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All imagery courtesy of HOA Gallery

5 queer brazilian
artists on identity,
censorship, and
survival
BENOIT LOISEAU
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ART | By Mahoro Seward | Feb 11 2021, 9:12am

The documentary charting the proud history of Black
American art

‘School of Beauty, School of Culture’, Kerry James Marshall, 2012. Image courtesy of HBO

HBO’s ‘Black Art: In the Absence of Light’ tells of how a groundbreaking exhibition in the

70s paved the way for Black artists working today.
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Public interest -- and the market in -- contemporary Black American art have boomed over the

past two decades. But it still comes as something of a surprise to learn that the first major

museum survey of work by Black American artists took place 45 years ago. The honour goes

to Two Centuries of Black American Art. Curated by the late David Driskell, a painter and then

the head of the art department at Fisk University, the exhibition opened at the Los Angeles

County Museum of Art on September 30 1976, travelling to Atlanta’s High Museum of Art, the

Dallas Museum of Fine Arts, and, finally, New York's Brooklyn Museum. While it was not the

first museum show to explore the till-then relatively unexcavated field of Black American Art, it

was the first to do so with such rigour — comprising over 200 works, it testified to an artistic

tradition long omitted from the American art canon.

It was "an inflection point in the institutionalisation

of African American art," says Henry Louis Gates,

Jr., the literary critic, Harvard professor and

executive producer of Black Art: In the Absence

of Light, a new HBO documentary that traces the

legacy of both the exhibition and its curator, from

the day of its opening to the present day.

'De Style’, Kerry James Marshall, 1993

'DE STYLE’, KERRY JAMES MARSHALL, 1993. IMAGE COURTESY OF HBO

In many respects, the project at the heart of the feature-length film -- directed by esteemed

documentarian Sam Pollard -- is similar to Two Centuries…’. It offers a genealogical sketch of

Black American art since the exhibition, charting the intergenerational relationships and

influences that pushed things along to where we are now. We learn, for example, of the

impression left on a young Kerry James Marshall by the silhouetted figure in Betye Saar's Black

Girl's Window (1969). Seeing the painting set him on the path to discovering the nuanced

shade of black that colour the figures in his rich tableaux today. And while Jordan Casteel may

not have even been born at the time of the exhibition's run, she recalls how leafing through the

pages of the exhibition's accompanying book as a child offered her "a sense of belonging",

an understanding of the foundation that "my community of Black American artists that come

before me have created […] for me to build on," she says. 

More than simply spotlight individual artists and how they've carried Driskell's legacy forward,

due focus is placed on the landmark moments and locations that speak to the development of

Black American art as an institution in its own right. One such example is Black Male:

Representations of Masculinity in Contemporary American Art, the Whitney Museum's 1994

exhibition. Curated by Thelma Golden, it brought together the works that dealt with Black

masculinity as their explicit subject, irrespective of the artists' racial or gender identities. For the

first time in a major American art museum, "you were seeing Black masculinity not as something

on television that's menacing or [to be kept] at arm's length, but rather artists embracing it as

the subject matter, and as the colour on their palette," Kehinde Wiley says. "It was mind-

blowing, an exhibition that really tore down the meaning of the Black body itself." 

Another pertinent example is, of course, the Studio Museum in Harlem, a proud protector of the

legacy of African American Art, of which Golden is the current director.

Thelma Golden

THELMA GOLDEN. PHOTOGRAPHY JULIE SKARRATT. IMAGE COURTESY OF HBO

That Black Art: In the Absence of Light venerates the history of Black American artistic

expression is a given, but it adopts a welcome polemical stance regarding why art history

should be considered in such, well, black and white terms. It's a question made all the more

interesting by Thelma Golden's involvement in the film as a consulting producer. It was her, after

all, who coined the term 'post-Blackness', which she used to describe the work of artists

"adamant about not being labelled 'black' artists, though their work was steeped, in fact

deeply interested, in redefining complex notions of blackness" in an essay printed in the

catalogue for Freestyle, a show she curated at the Studio Museum in 2001. 

It's a sentiment widely felt among Black creatives

today and is the product of a dense combination

of antagonising factors. A stand-out among them

is the historical tendency of institutional agents --

from critics to museum directors -- to treat

Blackness as a monolith, packaging an ineffably

complex entanglement of experiences and

histories into "neat boxes that feel tangible to the masses," Jordan Casteel says.

‘Cornelius’, Jordan Casteel, 2014.

‘CORNELIUS’, JORDAN CASTEEL, 2014. IMAGE COURTESY OF HBO

"Teaching a critic or curator to perceive a work of art outside of this ghettoised category of just

Blackness is the mandate for our generation, it seems to me," Henry Louis Gates, Jr. concurs.

His statement, however, does not weaken the case for the elaboration of an art history that

investigates and celebrates the unplundered depths of Black contributions to American art. In

fact, it reinforces it. At its heart, Black Art: In the Absence of Light is a testament to both the

"expansive possibility in cultural specificity", as Golden puts it, as well as to the need for a

critical approach that views work by Black cultural producers as more than an expression of its

makers' race.

It would be crude to reduce the film, and by extension its dense subject matter, to a single

point. Perhaps the most powerful achievement of Black Art: In the Absence of Light, though, is its

unflinching presentation of an incontestable truth -- that Black American art and art history are

cornerstones of American culture, and keys to fully understanding the nation’s troubled history.

"It is impossible to understand the history of the United States without understanding Black

artistic expression. For some time and for all time, that arts have been the main avenue through

which to declare, to imagine, to critique, to respond to the conditions of life and our hope for a

better one," says Sarah Lewis, Associate Professor of History of Art at Harvard University.

"Whether you appreciate art or not, it doesn't matter. If you want to know anything about the

power of the human spirit to exist despite difficult circumstances, you have to start to learn

about Black art."

‘Insurrection! (Our Tools Were Rudimentary, Yet We Pressed On)’, Kara Walker, 2000

‘INSURRECTION! (OUR TOOLS WERE RUDIMENTARY, YET WE PRESSED ON)’, KARA WALKER, 2000. IMAGE COURTESY OF HBO

Watch Black Art: In the Absence of Light here, and follow i-D on Instagram and TikTok for more

art.

The artist capturing
the pleasures and
pains of life in
Mozambique
MAHORO SEWARD

The contemporary art
prodigy defying
Brazil’s ultra right-
wing government
RYAN WHITE
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You may remember that back in summer we wrote about The Regenerative List, a Gucci and

UN-supported endeavour that sought to find the young talents capable of using their respective

practices to save the world and form a sustainable future. Not a big ask at all. Well, six months

on, the fruits of their labour have arrived: The Irregular Report: Regeneration is the collective

effort of the studio and think tank Irregular Labs, that Gen Z shortlist and the University of

Southern California’s Civic Paths group. Together they’ve hypothesised how we can change

our lifestyles and save the planet from climate crisis in the process. Step one? Move to their

fictional settlement in Antarctica, titled RGF_1.

The settlement has been dreamt up based on

the key principles of Regeneration — Equity,

Co-Creation, Inclusivity, Purpose, Creativity,

Transparency, Circularity, Ephemerality, and

Fluidity. Every component they’ve

hypothesised ties back to one of those

assets. The idea is that, whether we’re

starting with a blank canvas or reforming our existing world, the fate of our future lies in a

communal set up like RGF_1. How you’ll learn about it is equally innovative. 

Irregular Labs have overseen the creation of everything from a digital hub for the settlement to a

graphic novel, created by 21-year-old artist Jasmin Abdallah, that lays out RGF1’s origin story

and values. They’ve also compiled a list of principles that society should follow in order to point

us in the right direction, as well as individual profiles that set out to champion the people

involved in forming this settlement in the first place. These elements, known as ‘Drops’, will

continue to be updated in future, informing us more on what RGF1’s role could be in our own

lives later down the line. Expect conversations with chefs operating in climate conflict regions,

fictional product collaborations with world-famous conglomerates, and an architectural

competition challenging next gen talents to create RGF_1’s community centre.

If the stuffiness of thinktank reports have long deterred you from engaging with them, Irregular

Labs’ word with their Regenerative Gen Zers is the perfect antidote: a hypothetical, but still truly

practical alternative to how we can collectively fight the climate crisis. “As Susan Sontag said,

‘The only interesting answers are those that destroy the questions,” Priyal Thakkar of Irregular

Labs’ Gen Z collective reminds us. “Who better to destroy and rebuild than my generation,

Gen Z?”

To read more about what they’re doing, head to the website here.
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